Background: A GPS/acoustic (GPS/A) geodetic observation technique allows us to determine far offshore plate motion in order to understand the mechanism of megathrust earthquakes. In this technique, the distance between a sea-surface platform and seafloor transponders is estimated using the two-way traveltimes (TWT) of acoustic signals. TWTs are determined by maximizing the cross-correlation coefficient between the transmitted and returned signals. However, this analysis caused significantly wrong detection of TWT when the correlogram has an enlarged secondary envelope due to the enlarged amplitude of multiple signals depending on the relative spatial geometry between the ship and the transponder. The handled manual rereading of thousands of correlograms to obtain correct TWTs needs enormous time, and human errors may cause. To prevent these difficulties, an automated TWT determination procedure is valid to process numerous GPS/A data efficiently not only without human errors but also with high precision.
Introduction
Offshore of the Miyagi prefecture, NE Japan, oceanbottom geodetic observatories have been installed since 2002. GPS/acoustic observation is a combined technique using acoustic ranging and kinematic GPS positioning for precise seafloor geodetic measurement. The GPS/A measurement helped discover an anomalously large displacement of the shallowest portion of the interplate fault during the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake (Kido et al. 2011; Sato et al. 2011) . In order to understand the spatial and temporal development of the postseismic deformation of such large interplate earthquakes, geodetic observation in and around the focal area is extremely important.
Based on this background, Tohoku University has been extended the GPS/A network around the source area of the 2011 earthquake ( Fig. 1a ) with 20 additional sites using a new-type transponder. This effort was funded by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) in 2012 (Kido et al. 2015) . The new transponder has been applied changes in a height of acoustic component against the seafloor and acoustic directivity from the old type; in particular, extended acoustic directivity enabled a transponder on the far side of the array against the ship to definitely respond during a walk-around observation. Each GPS/A site is composed of three to six ocean-bottom transponders, and their distributions are shaped like triangles, squares, or double-triangles. The array position of the site is defined by the centroid of constituent transponders after determining the position of each transponder. To estimate the precise position of each array, we collected two types of data through different measurement styles: a walkaround measurement around each array to determine each transponder position, and a point measurement at the center of the array to estimate the centroid of the array. For acoustic ranging measurement, a maximum correlation (MC) method between the transmitted and returned signals is usually applied to detect two-way traveltimes (TWT). Although this conventional analysis worked well for acoustic data obtained with the old instruments, TWT detected with the new instruments showed a significant traveltime residual, indicating a misreading of the maximum peak in the correlogram as a true peak. This misreading is possibly caused by the larger amplitude of the later peak compared to the true peak in the correlogram (shown in Fig. 1e , f, h, j). These misreads, up to thousands of shots against each transponder, were reanalyzed through a manual procedure; therefore, human error might often be included into the checked dataset. Moreover, because this procedure has to be performed for all 20 sites, manual reanalysis takes a large amount of time. To solve these issues and Examples of the correlograms between the synthetic signal and the received signal by the on-ship transducer, at sites G14 (b-d, depth: 1312 m), G06 (e-g, depth: 4471 m), and G07 (h-j, depth: 5550 m), highlighted in magenta in (a). The shot number above each correlogram follows the time series during the walk-around observation. Horizontal axis indicates time and t = 0 corresponds to the TWT of the maximum peak determined by the maximum correlation (MC) method. Vertical axis indicates the correlation coefficient obtain highly reliable results, new methods need to be developed for the analysis. Besides the present demand, in future, an automated analysis system is of use for the real-timed GPS/A measurement without cruise observations and therefore for monitoring seafloor motions to allow for earthquake early warning.
In this study, we introduce and verify newly developed methods that can automatically process acoustic signals with high precision and verify their validity.
Problem of the waveform of the observed signals
In GPS/A measurement, the seafloor transponder records the signal transmitted from the ship into its internal memory and then returns the recorded data to the ship. Our GPS/A technique adopts a 10-kHz carrier wave, encoded by binary phase-shift keying every two cycles with a seventh-order M-sequence, which amounts to 24.5-ms duration in total. TWT is determined from a correlogram estimated by a cross-correlation between the transmitted and returned signals. Correlograms collected at extended sites are often split into two envelopes of direct and later arrivals ( Fig. 1e-j) . This characteristic of correlograms tends to be visible and identifiable at deep sites (e.g., G06 and G07); however, at shallow sites, the true peak is difficult to read because the later envelope overlaps the first (e.g., at G14). One possible explanation for this depth-dependent feature is that higher frequency signals will be selectively attenuated, especially at the timing of the phase change in the carrier wave, due to inelastic absorption in seawater for longer ranges and hence deeper sites.
We investigated the variation in the appearance of splitting envelopes in more detail by displaying shotgathered correlograms, called "pasteup" or "record section" usually applied in seismic surveys. We examined the data obtained on July 2013, measured at G06 (Fig. 1a , depth: 4770 m), which is composed of four transponders ( Fig. 2a) . At this site, measurement was started at the center of the array. The ship (1) walked around the array counterclockwise from the G06-1, (2) turned at the G06-1 after a round trip and walked by clockwise, and then (3) went back to the center of the array via G06-1 (Fig. 2a) . After round trips, the point observation was conducted at the center of the array. During Fig. 2 Example of an MC analysis result. a Shot series of incident angle of the transmitted signal from G06-1. Ship track follows the right chart; firstly walking around the array by counterclockwise (1), then clockwise (2), and then returning to the center of the array (3). b Pasteupped correlograms of transponder G06-1 by the MC method. Correlogram is drawn in red for positive and blue for negative. Each correlogram aligns so that the maximum peak is at T = 0. Horizontal axis indicates shot number following the time series. c The synthetic correlogram. d-g Examples of correlograms (shots #405, #486, #568, and #2058, respectively). Legend for the coordinate follows that of Fig. 1b-j the observation, the carrier wave was transmitted every 30 s. Figure 2b shows the pasteup of correlograms for the transponder G06-1 arranged with the TWT, based on the maximum amplitude detected by the MC method, as T = 0. During analysis, we generally used the maximum peak in the former envelope group as the true peak, considering the sidelobe in the synthetic correlogram (Fig. 2c) ; this assumption may not always be correct; however, the important point is to pick the same peak among all ranging. The case of shot #568 (Fig. 2f ) is a good illustration that the true arrival peak was identified correctly. On the other hand, the influence of envelope splitting can be seen as dragging later peaks with amplitudes greater than that of the true peak in shots #405, #486, and #2058 (Fig. 2d, e, g ). We found that the maximum peak was distributed around the first or later envelope within a certain period and it strongly depended on the relative spatial geometry between the ship and the transponder (Fig. 2a, b ). In the case of transponder G06-1, the correlation coefficient was at a maximum near the first envelope during shots #200-350 and #550-700 (Fig. 2b , e, f ), where the ship was walking around the far side of the transponder, i.e., around G06-3 (Fig. 2a) . However, it shifted to the later envelope during other time series, where the ship was walking close to the transponder (Fig. 2a) , resulting in misreadings (Fig. 2d, e, g ). The time lag between the first and secondary envelopes also varies from ~0.8 ms at the far side to ~0.4 ms at the near side. Thus, path difference in the secondary envelope (hereafter called the multipath) appeared to be on the order of 30-60 cm depending on its incident angle, which may be most probable due to reflection off the glass sphere itself rather than the seafloor, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . We are not sure the reason why, including depth dependency, the multipath problem is prominent only in the new seafloor transponder. It may be related to the difference in directivity of the acoustic element in the transducer (ca. ±60° (−10 dB) of the new one is wider enough than ca. ±45° of previous limit), or the difference in geometrical position between the transducer and the glass sphere. Regardless, this misreading of ~0.8 ms during the walk-around observation and ~0.4 ms during the point observation corresponds to ~60 and ~30 cm in the range, respectively, and may degrade the reliability of the position calculation of each transponder.
To improve the quality of GPS/A data, the improvement of instruments and/or data processing methods are considered. As mentioned above, the possible source of the multiple reflections, based on the time lag between the direct and multipath signals, is the surface of the pressure-resistant glass sphere storing the acoustic control unit of the transponder (Fig. 3) . Such a multipath effect must be identified and improved in actual field experiments. However, even if improving the acoustic unit of the instrument reduced the multipath effect, it requires considerably high monetary and temporal costs to replace or repair them at all sites because each site comprises 3-6 transponders. Thus, we developed a new solution to avoid the misreading of large-amplitude multipath signals, and we provisionally applied it to a waveform analysis.
Methods
We designed two different algorithms that avoid misreading of the maximum peak caused by the MC method. Both methods detect a true TWT by reprocessing the correlograms obtained by the MC method.
Peak subtraction (PS) method
This method detects the TWT by subtracting the pseudo peak over an arbitrary threshold C min . The detailed process is as follows.
1. Calculate the autocorrelation function f syn (t) (Fig. 3a) of the synthetic signal. 2. Calculate the observation correlation function f obs (t) by taking a cross-correlation of the synthetic and returned signals. Then, derive the correlation coefficient C 0 of the maximum peak and its traveltime t 0 (denoted by an arrow in Fig. 3b ). 3. Normalize f syn (t) by C 0 , subtract normalized f syn (t) from f obs (t) after aligning f syn (t) and f obs (t) in t 0 , and then obtain f 1 (t). 4. Determine the maximum peak C 1 and its traveltime t 1 (denoted by an arrow in Fig. 3c ). 5. Normalize f syn (t) by C 1 , align peaks of f syn (t) and f 1 (t) in t 1 , and then subtract f syn (t) from f 1 (t) and obtain f 2 (t) (Fig. 3d) .
Steps 2 to 5 are iterated until C n < C min (Fig. 3) . The smallest t n is recognized as the true traveltime t p . f obs (t) with C 0 < C min is excluded from the analysis objects.
Cluster analysis (CA) method
This method applies a specific traveltime correction to a certain correlogram group. All observation correlograms are grouped by applying cluster analysis using the k-means method (Hartingan and Wong 1979) , in which the user determines the number of groups in advance.
1. Determine the observation correlation function of each returned signal. 2. Find cross-correlation between the observation correlation functions for all combinations. 3. Perform cluster analysis using the k-means method (Hartingan and Wong 1979) on the database obtained at the preceding step (Fig. 5a ). The number of groups that the database should be divided into is determined by trial and error; we employed here 20 groups in this analysis, which is large enough to illustrate most types of waves. It should be noted that the number of groups does not significantly affect the final result if the number is sufficient. 4. Choose the correlogram whose average of whole the cross-correlation coefficient between others in a corresponding group is highest, as the master correlogram. 5. Determine t between the true peak in the former envelope group and the maximum peak in the master correlogram (Fig. 5b) . t equals zero if the correlation coefficient of the direct arrival is the largest. 6. Obtain the true TWT of the slave correlograms by correcting t when a cross-correlation coefficient between the master and slave correlograms becomes the largest (Fig. 5c ).
The PS method depends on the choice of C min so that it is obvious that a larger C min determines a peak with larger amplitude, while a smaller C min determines a more appropriate one (Fig. 4) , whereas the CA method determines a unique t for each group (Fig. 5 ). Several C min should be examined to find a suitable value, as shown in Fig. 6 . Both the PS and CA methods work automatically except for the steps of determining the threshold in the PS method and selecting t in the CA method. Details of the results are discussed in the next section.
Results and verification
We have obtained results of TWT determination by the MC, PS, and CA methods. The obtained correction by the new methods and the pasteups of corrected correlograms are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. From the pasteup output by the MC method, we found that the accepted multipath peak, which is the largest amplitude peak in the secondary envelope, was delayed by 0.4-0.8 ms compared to the true peak (Fig. 2b) . However, both new procedures-corrected TWT and aligned correlograms showed no significant misidentification (Fig. 7c,  d) . Figure 6a -c compares the time lag between the peaks by the MC and PS methods. From Fig. 6a -c, we can see that the TWTs output by the threshold of C min = 0.30 was dispersed more than three periods of the frequency and mainly accepted the peak in the later envelope even during the point observation, while almost all outputs by C min = 0.15 and 0.20 were distributed in the first envelope and dispersed with roughly one or sometime two wavelengths. This indicates that a large threshold (0.30) makes the result unstable due to overlooking peaks around direct arrivals with a smaller coefficient than the threshold so that the smaller threshold definitely picks peaks in the first envelope. When remarking plots of shots during the walk-around observation (Fig. 6b,  c) , dispersion within one period is still recognized and seems to arise due to the difference in the degree of correlativity of each shot. The distribution of lag time given by the CA method (Fig. 6d) is also dispersed during the walk-around observation and is similar to the case of C min = 0.15 and 0.20 (Fig. 6b, c) , but the same group color lines on the individual peak. Thus, the dispersal of the accepted peaks by the PS method shown in Fig. 6b , c probably reflects a slight difference of correlograms between neighbor groups. On the other hand, the lag times by the CA method during the point observation are closely aligned because almost all correlograms are classified in a single group (Fig. 6d) , whereas those by the PS method are still dispersed (Fig. 6b, c) . Considering the present way for determining t by manually reading direct wave in the master correlogram during the CA procedure, it is natural to find a difference in lag time of one wavelength between the new methods. This is also recognized in Fig. 7d , which is the pasteup after aligning correlograms at corrected TWT as T = 0, as a gap of one wavelength between the neighbor groups around shots #150-350 and #450-700 (Fig. 7d) . This offset by a systematic error results from no quantitative determination of t, which is the misreading of the peak of the direct wave in the master correlogram. The improved TWT of 0.8 ms in maximum during the walk-around observation and 0.4 ms on average during the point observations (Figs. 6, 7) are consistent with 60 and 30 cm in slant range, respectively. Therefore, we conclude that both devised procedures perfectly avoid the misidentification of the multipath peak that occurred in the MC procedure; however, gaps of roughly one or sometime two wavelengths with neighbor shots or groups remain.
Incidentally, we find that, assuming the determined TWTs by the PS method is the completely true one, peaks that alternate around T = 0 with a time difference of less than ~0.01 ms appear in both types of observations; the walk-around observation at shot #0-800 and the point observation after shot #800 (Fig. 7c) . We consider that this gap is possibly caused by instrumental limitation due to the 100 kHz sampling rate. The time of the point sampled near to a peak on the digital data would , and #568 at G06-1. Firstly, a local maximum peak over the threshold (in case the C min = 0.15, green broken line) was detected on the observed correlogram (b, f, k), and then, the synthetics was subtracted after being normalized by a maximum peak on the observed correlogram (c, g, l) . Subsequently, a similar process was iterated until the local maximum peak over a threshold disappeared (d-f, i-k, n-p) be off by a maximum 0.005 ms (half of a sample interval) compared to the peak top. As a result, the TWT of the maximum peak in f obs , as well as the TWT of subtracted correlogram f n , would be shifted to the time of a nearby sample. In brief, the PS method would cause this gap during iteration. Therefore, we concluded that the cause of the apparent gap in the peaks is an instrumental issue. A higher sampling-rate recording system for returned signals would be required to improve the results of the PS method. On the other hand, such instability in TWT estimation was not recognized in the results of the CA method (Fig. 5d) . This difference originates from the difference in the approach toward handling correlograms, i.e., the CA method handles a single correction value within a group, whereas the PS method processes each correlogram. Thus, the difference between two devises increases or decreases with one epoch in sampling rate from one wavelength. In the point view of picking the same peak among the all ranging, the CA method is more solid than the PS method.
Next, we verified the accuracy of the identification of absolute TWT by the new developed methods. We examined the traveltime residual between the observed and synthetic signals that were estimated based on the constant transponder position. In Fig. 8b , we found that the residuals from the PS method occasionally jumped up and its offset was ~0.4 ms (e.g., at shot #200 in Fig. 8b ), most probably because of the low correlation. That frequency was 0.06 % of the total number of shots, and such strange data would be excluded from the subsequent geodetic analysis. On the other hand, the residuals of the absolute TWT derived by CA method showed a narrower distribution than those determined by the PS method. The comparison of the TWT residual distribution at each transponder also shows that the CA method determines the true TWT in a more stable manner than the PS method (Fig. 9A(b, d) 
as shown in Fig. 6 . In any case, the difference between the residuals of both results ( dt) was only ~0.07 ms, less than and equal to one wavelength (Figs. 9A(c) , B(c), 10 A(c), B(c)), which corresponds to a distance of ~5 cm in the slant range in the case of G06. This difference is approximately a single shot for one transponder, and therefore, both methods succeeded in decreasing traveltime dispersion.
In summary, the new methods rarely caused a slight gap in the peak of the observation correlogram (Fig. 7c,  d) , and then determined TWTs near the identical peak and stably and effectively corrected the misreading results of the MC method. The new methods improved (Figs. 7, 8, 9 , 10). We therefore conclude that the developed methods greatly improved analysis precision. In addition, we suggest that parallel processing with these methods would allow comparison and verification of the reliability of the results.
Discussion for future work
Finally, we discuss current issues with the new methods. Several problems must be solved before automating the proposed methods. The PS method requires the threshold (C min ) against the correlation coefficient to search the direct peak in the correlogram. The user must determine this threshold before analysis. If the threshold is too large, the peak near the direct signal with a lower coefficient than the criterion might be overlooked (Fig. 6a ). In contrast, if the threshold is too small, the peak in front of the direct arrival may be detected. To accurately determine a true peak without overlooking peaks with lower coefficients than the threshold, the proposed method should be quantitatively estimated the required optimum threshold. Although we regard that the decrease of correlativity is probably caused by the decrease of signal-to-noise ratio depending on environment, a distance attenuation, the fact that C min of 0.15-0.20 could determine a peak within one or two wavelength with less difference from the CA output ( Fig. 6b-d) , they can determine TWT of direct arrivals with the precision of one period of correlogram notwithstanding the slant range changes up to ~1.5 times against the nearest (note that the maximum incident angle exceeds 45°). In this point, we therefore conclude the suggesting C min of correlograms are comparably stable in both walk-around and point observations no matter how deep the site is. At least from the data of G06 examined in this study, it is difficult to find (or rather extract) the affection of environment dependence. Further investigation for the waveform condition, which is under a different environment, is necessary to select optimal C min quantitatively. Meanwhile, in the CA method, the t might have difficulty in determining the suitable number of groups. Moreover, the time correction t Circles from the CA method are colored following the group ID also might be unsuitable because it is defined manually. To overcome the limitations of the CA method, the most suitable number of clusters should be considered and t must be detected objectively. To fully automate the analyses, it is necessary to compensate for their weak points, i.e., by determining the threshold in the PS and t in the CA methods, through a detailed analysis of the waveform and result stability, respectively. One possible way is to detect the t of the master wavelet by the PS method.
However, although the threshold problem remains, the procedure for GPS/A data can become almost completely automated. Fully automation will be useful for processing enormous numbers of wave data. Recently, the GPS/A technique has changed observation style from offline campaign observation by cruises to online data transfer via sea-surface stations and satellites. Therefore, full automatic processing could lead to real-time monitoring of seafloor displacement that can contribute to an earthquake and tsunami early warning system and provide priceless information on geophysical phenomena of the seafloor.
Conclusions
Problems in TWT detection exist for received signals collected at GPS/A seafloor sites deployed in 2012. The most significant problem with the conventional MC method has been misreading of multipaths with the largest amplitude peak as the true peak in the observed correlogram. We verified this by creating pasteups of the correlogram and found that the amplitude and peak splitting of correlograms varies depending on not only the water depth of the sites but also the incident angle of the transmitted signal, i.e., the relative spatial geometry between the ship and the transponder. To avoid the harmful influence of the large multipath signal and to improve the precision of the transponder position detection, we designed two methods that reanalyze the observation correlograms obtained by the MC method. The   Fig. 8 Comparison of TWT residuals for each method for the data at G06-1, G06-2, G06-3, and G06-4. a Shot series of the incident angle of the transmitted signal; red is G06-1, blue is G06-2, green is G06-3, and purple is G06-4. b, c Variation of TWT residuals against synthetic TWT, obtained by PS and CA methods, respectively, with color legends as in (a). Gray-black plots indicate residuals of each transponder obtained by MC pasteupped correlograms after the reprocessing showed that both new methods accurately identified the peak around the direct arrival. The comparison of TWTs estimated by the new methods suggests that their differences converged within ~0.07 ms, equal to less than the wavelength of the correlogram. Therefore, parallel processing using these methods will help verify the reliability of the identification of direct arrivals. We believe that the new techniques proposed in this study are effective for high precision TWT detection in acoustic data processing. Furthermore, we recommend using pasteup views for visually verifying the validity of analysis results. Further improvement of the remaining subjective parameters of these methods will contribute to the perfect automation of GPS/A data processing, and, in future, the real-time monitoring of seafloor displacement to provide precise information of seafloor phenomena for an earthquake and tsunami early warning system.
